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Dszzling Molti lmoge Shows qre now totolly
qutomqtic with FULs Computerircd Ploybock Module
Your audience files in.

The room's doors close quietly, the lights dim
gradually, the curtains part to reveal the screen.
All automatically.
Your show begins. Powedul and persuasive multi-
image wizardry fills the screen, reinforced by
dramatic special effects. All automatically.
Your message ends, Room lights brighten as the
curtains close and doors open. Projector trays
return to their starting positions, ready to resume.
Ready for your next audience. All simply. And
automatically.
Because you're using the QD 3. .. economical,
easy-to-operate playback magic from AVL.

o Modular
The QD 3 receives instructions from a tape deck
program track and controls three projectors plus
peripherals. lt's the ideal playback unit for single-
screen shows, or you can use it combined with
additional QD 3s for big multi-image shows. (Up to
five QD 3s can operate from the same program
track).

o Fascinating Screen Effects
Twenty dissolve effects plr.rs animation,
superimposition, flash fades. The QD 3 is a
playback system that packs all the power of our
All New SHOW PRO V computerized programmer.

o New Speed
Up to 20 visuals per secondl Action so fast it
Cazzles, or so satin-srnooth you won't believe
you're watching slides.

o Perfect Light Control
The QD 3 can control the intensity of projector
lamps or room lights. Dim, brighten or hold either
to enhance your presentation.

o Special Effects
Two built-in auxiliary channels for control of
special effects peripherals. . . movie projectors,
room lights, doors, cufiains, rotating mirrored
globes, even fog machines.

o True Tray-Switched Homing
The QD 3 automatically re-synchronizes slide
trays at the end of a show even if power
fluctuations or malfunctions have caused slide
skipping. lt also has electronically counted
homing, eliminating tray switches, to improve
portability.

. Self-Monitoring
The QD 3 automatically detects and rdentifies
lamp burn-out and other system problems.

o Remote Fault lndicator
When a system component fails, the QD 3 signals
the fault to a remote location. ln addition, it
indicates when all trays are home.

o Portable
The QD 3 is light (10 pounds) and compact. Fits
with projectors in travelling case.

o Provides Own Back-Up
Because each QD 3 is a complete system, they
are interchangeable. So a single extra unit
provides very economical back-up.

o Also Available. . . the OD 2
Two-projector control for smaller shows. Single
auxiliary channel.

Simplicity and Dependability
The QD 3 is designed for simplicity, and computer-
perfect multi-image playback.

We've made it remarkably easy to understand.. .

to set. up. . . to use.

So the novice can always look like a pro. . . and
the pro can always depend on results.

AUXILIARY CHANNELS
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